
Rising Loft™

Enhanced Workspace Productivity



A workspace that  
rises above the rest

Fellowes is taking workplace productivity to the next level. 
Literally.  

Rising Loft™ is a versatile rail system that inspires users to 
create their own unique workspace. Everything is in easy 
reach – and right where they want it. 

Rising Loft maximizes workspace where employees feel 
comfortable,  
more productive, and enabled to deliver their best work. 

This breakthrough system is the result of years of extensive 
research and  
state-of-the-art innovation. And it’s another example of how 
Fellowes leads the way in trusted workplace solutions.

A workspace that  
rises above the rest 
Fellowes is taking workplace productivity to the next level. Literally.  

Rising Loft™ is a versatile rail system that inspires users to create their own  
unique workspace–with everything in reach and right where they need it. 

Rising Loft™ maximizes workspace where employees feel comfortable, more  
productive, and enabled to deliver their best work. 

With endless adaptability to any workspace preference or equipment  
setup, Rising Loft™ beautifully reflects the workflow needs of its users.  
Offered in a range of configuration options, colors and rail sizes,  
Rising Loft™ creates workspaces where employees feel comfortable,  
productive and enabled to deliver their best work. 

This breakthrough system is the result of  
years of extensive research and state- 
of-the-art innovation. And it’s another  
example of how Fellowes leads the  
way in trusted workplace solutions.



Engineered for 
Workspace Maximization

Rising Loft™ allows desktop equipment, accessories and 
personal items to be easily integrated, allowing users  
to create an adaptable desktop system that works best  
for their own personal workflow.
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Designed for Flexibility

Not only does Rising Loft™ allow users to customize 
their workspace, it allows them to do it again and again. 
The system is flexible and accommodating, adapting to 
changing work needs in real-time. 
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3-in-1 Feature Integration 

Power 
Integrated desktop power  
outlets and USB ports for  
ease of charging electronics.Cord Management 

Organizes and conceals cables 
and cords above the worksurface 
for easy accessibility.

Glassboard 
Sleek glass façade with magnetic 
back painted marker board.
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SnapKinect™

Proprietary Accessory Options 

Includes our best-in-class Rising™ monitor arm and laptop 
holder that quickly and easily mount to the rail with our 
SnapKinect™ technology. 

Easily adaptable to changing user needs, with add-on options 
like utility cups, shelves and a second power module. 

Available in three color options and three rail sizes.

Statement of Line

Rails

Shelf

Utility Cup

Rising™ Monitor Arm

Laptop Holder

Power Module

Adapter



Pre-Configured Options

Each pre-configured kit was engineered using a century 
of innovation and human-centered design. With extensive 
configuration options and flexible integration with other 
products, specifying for unique needs is easier than ever.
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Kit 1 – Basic
Rail + Utility Cup + Shelf

LOFT-KIT1-24-___ 

LOFT-KIT1-48-___ 

LOFT-KIT1-60-___

BLK PLT DWT

Kit 2 – Single Monitor Arm
Rail + Utility Cup + Shelf + Rising™ 
Monitor Arm (includes rail adapter)

LOFT-KIT2-24-___ 

LOFT-KIT2-48-___ 

LOFT-KIT2-60-___

BLK PLT DWT

Kit 3 – Dual Monitor Arm
Rail + Utility Cup + Shelf + Rail + Utility 
cup + Shelf Rising™ Monitor Arm (X2) 
(includes 2 rail adapters)

LOFT-KIT3-48-___ 

LOFT-KIT3-60-___

BLK PLT DWT

Kit 4 – Monitor Arm +  
Laptop Holder
Rail + Utility Cup + Shelf + Rising™ 
Monitor Arm + Laptop Holder 
(includes 2 rail adapters)

LOFT-KIT4-48-___ 

LOFT-KIT4-60-___

BLK PLT DWT

Kit 5 – Complete Workstation
Rail + Utility Cup + Shelf + Rising™ 
Monitor Arm (includes 1 rail adapter) 
+ Triumph™ or Victory™ Table Base +  
60” x 30” Worksurface

LOFT-KIT5T-60-___-DW 

LOFT-KIT5VT-60-___-DW 

LOFT-KIT5T-60-___-BG 

LOFT-KIT5VT-60-___-BG

Rail Kit 

 

BLK  PLT DWT

Worksurface Laminate 

 

DWT	 	BG
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Family-Owned for Four Generations  

How we shape the world of work today has  
a profound impact on the world of tomorrow. 

By building sustainability and stewardship 
into every level of our organization, we can 

protect the worklife potential of our children 
and grandchildren.

Fellowes GIVE is a purpose-led corporate 
initiative in which we partner with 

organizations to help meet some of the 
most fundamental human needs in our 

local communities.

Operating as a fourth-generation 
family business establishes our cultural 

foundation. It’s a shared ideal among our 
team to align under our commitment to 

integrity and solidifying the relationships 
that matter most.

The Quality You’d  
Expect from Fellowes
Rising Loft™ was designed to Fellowes 
industry-leading standards and built  
for years of dependable use. High-quality 
materials, flawless engineering lead  
to increased reliability. 

Backed with a Lifetime Warranty. 

World-class sales support. 

Outstanding customer service. 

BIFMA Compliant.  

cUL Certified.

For more information on Rising Loft™, and to see full product  
options and specifications, visit fellowes.com
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